
Name of Society: HULT Prize  

About the Society:  

The Hult Prize is the world’s biggest engine for the launch of for-good, for-
profit startups emerging from universities in more than 100 countries with 
volunteers around the world. With a decade of impact, the Hult Prize has 
crafted challenges and helped launch startups that actively solve UN 
SDGs. Previous HP challenges include Global Food Crisis, Refugee Crisis, 
Harnessing the Power of Energy, Healthcare, and Education. Each year, 
the Hult Prize team issues a challenge which is broadcasted widely through 
its network of Campus Directors to Universities in over 100 countries. The 
program allows more students to compete around the world, leading to 
more ideas and ultimately more start-ups, each poised for radical impact. 
The winners of the Hult Prize Global Finals receive $1,000,000 in start-up 
capital. The Hult Prize Foundation has been featured in a TIME Magazine 
Cover Story highlighting the “Top 5 Ideas Changing the World”, and is 
also known as the "Nobel Prize for Students”. HULT Prize Hansraj was 
started in the year 2020 and has successfully conducted its On Campus 
events seeing a massive participation of the students from college. The 
society under the able leadership of the Core Team also conducted Live 
sessions with HULT Philippines and HULT Pakistan.  

Convener name: Mrs. Shailu Singh  

Co-conveners and members (from the faculty), if any: No  

Student members (with positions held): 

Anoushka Bhardwaj: President (Campus Director) 

Nidhi Batra: Vice President  

Rishab Koul: Vice President  

Aneesha Bajesaria: General Secretary  

Vipriya Anjum: Joint Secretary  

Ashish Singh: Executive Board Advisors  

Nivedita Mehru: Treasurer  

Kanishka Jindal: General Secretary  

 



Report of EVERY EVENT/workshop/seminar organized/participated 

in the Academic Year 20-21 (Chronology: latest to oldest) in the 

following lay out: 

 

Event 1:  

✔ HULT Prize Philippines  

A session was conducted with the Campus Director of HULT 

Prize Philippines by Anoushka Bhardwaj where ideas related 

to creativity, sustainable development and social issues were 

discussed. The session witnessed a massive participation 

from students from different universities all over the world. 

 

Event 2:  

✔ HULT Prize Pakistan  

A session was conducted with the Campus Director of HULT 

Prize Pakistan by Soumil Mittal where ideas related to peace, 

security and global problems were discussed. It was a very 

fruitful discussion where new perspectives were being shared 

while keeping the idea of brotherhood alive. 

 

Event 3:  

✔ HULT Prize On campus Round  

The HULT Prize On Campus round was our  flagship event 

where 13 teams from our college tried to the solve the HULT 

2020 problem statement. The problem statement was related to 

‘Food as a vehicle of transformation and change’. The 

competition was judged by Mr. Sanchit Garg, Ms. Smriti Tomar 



and Mr. Shreh Madan. Two winner teams got a chance to 

present their ideas in the Regionals round held online.  
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